ABSTRACT Natural image matting is an important image processing task. How to leverage the advantages of both sampling matting and propagation matting is a challenge issue. In this paper, we propose a novel sampling-propagation matting method. First, in an overall framework, we propose a three-stage method for sampling-propagation matting, in which the sampling matting stage and propagation matting stage are bridged by a new stage (stage 2). Second, in the sampling matting stage (stage 1), a new gradient sampling matting is presented to cover more diversified samples, and a new equation is proposed to calculate the impact of sample-pair overlap. Third, in bridge stage (stage 2), we propose a judgment criterion to distinguish each pixel of matte after stage 1. For pixels that fail to meet the criterion, we propose an automatic labeling method. Fourth, in the propagation stage (stage 3), we discriminatingly process non-labeled pixels and labeled pixels with separate weight coefficients. The non-labeled pixels are smoothed by propagation, and the labeled pixels are solved by propagation matting. Finally, the proposed method is compared with other methods on public available benchmark. The results show that our method outperforms many other methods and achieves a good ranking.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation [1] - [4] and matting [5] - [7] are important topics in areas of computer graphics and computer vision [8] - [11] . Both of them separate one part from an image. The separated part is foreground, and the remainder is background. The difference between segmentation and matting is the following: the result of segmentation is binary, which is either 0 or 1, while the result of matting is a continuous opacity, which is distributed among [0, 1] . Image segmentation and matting have been widely used in various fields, such as digital image editing, video effects production and virtual reality.
Porter and Duff defined the image I as a linear combination of a foreground image F and a background image B:
where F is foreground and B is background and α is matte, which is defined as opacity of the foreground. The matting problem can be described as follows: for any pixel p in the image I , solving F and α of this pixel, where α is the corresponding opacity, the value range is [0, 1] with 0 for background pixels and 1 for foreground pixels.
Equation 1 is an ill-posed equation. The right parameters are unknown. If I is gray scale image, the equation contains three unknown parameters. If I is color scale image, there are three equations with seven unknowns. Thus, image matting has no exact solution and is a challenging problem in image processing.
To solve the matting problem, it is necessary to add constraints by user interaction. Therefore, matting with manual intervention is also named as interactive matting. There are two types of interactive matting methods: (1) Trimap based matting, which is a generic way for sampling based matting, and propagation based matting; (2) Simple stroke based matting, which corresponds to propagation matting [12] .
A. SAMPLING-BASED MATTING METHOD
Matting methods based on sampling appeared relatively early. These methods assume that both the F value and B value of each unknown pixel can be estimated from the neighborhood samples. Next, the method obtains α from the samples by equation 1 or equation 2.
where α is opacity, F is foreground and B is background. The classical sampling based matting method includes Ruzon-Tomasi matting [13] , Bayesian matting [14] , high resolution matting [15] .
B. PROPAGATION-BASED MATTING METHOD
Propagation-based matting methods adopted the field theory. They assume that α graph is a field, and the opacity of each pixel is correlated with its neighborhood. Thus, the solution process of α is transformed into a solution process of the field.
The propagation based matting includes belief-propagation matting [12] , closed form matting (CF) [16] , nonlocal matting [17] , K NN matting [18] , three layer graph matting [19] and information-flow matting [20] . The Bayesian classifier matting improved closed form matting by label method [21] .
One direction of the propagation based matting method is combined with machine learning. this class of matting includes learning matting [22] , SVR matting [23] . DCNN matting [24] and deep matting [25] introduced deep learning into matting field.
C. SAMPLING-PROPAGATION-BASED MATTING
Recently, sampling based matting and propagation based matting have been combined together to evolve a new type of matting, namely, the sampling-propagation matting method.
The purpose of this new method is to enhance the correlation between neighboring pixels.
There are two types of combined sampling-propagation matting.
One type employs post-processing to smooth the matte; this includes improved color matting [26] , global sampling matting [27] , weighted color matting [28] , comprehensive sampling matting(CS) [29] , KL-Divergence matting [30] , sparse click matting [31] and fast matting [32] .
The other type uses graph-based optimization to obtain the final matte; this includes robust matting [33] , shared matting [34] and sparse code matting (SC) [35] .
II. PROPOSED METHOD
In this paper, we propose a new sampling-propagation matting method. Our idea comes from the following observations:
1) If the sample-set of the image is fine, sampling matting can produce good matte. 2) Matte of sampling matting can be refined by propagation. The final result is better than the original, but if the matte is not good, the final result is not ideal [33] , [26] . 3) If the propagation and structure of the image is fine, the matte of the propagation matting method is good [16] . 4) Propagation matting can be improved by good marking information [16] .
While most existing matting approaches consist of two stages, we proposed an additional step between them.
Stage 1 is sampling matting. We propose a new gradient sampling matting, which covers more diversified samples but retains a limited sample population.
Stage 2 consists of 2 steps.
1)
Step 1 is a distinguishing process based on color fitness and reasonableness of projection, which is used to distinguish the matte of stage 1.
2)
Step 2 is a label method based on Haar feature and decision tree classification. It is proposed to mark a pixel automatically. The mark information is used to enhance the image propagation to improve the quality of propagation based matting. If the distinction of step 1 is false, we use mark information instead of the matte.
The existing stage 2 (our stage 3) of sampling-propagation matting is a smooth process. This stage does not make full use of the advantage of the propagation method, and if the matte is not exact, the final result is not ideal.
In stage 3, our method uses a vector to integrate two kinds of output. Different from existing post-processing, the postprocessing of our method has two functions: one is smoothing the matte of stage 1; the other is solving the left pixels matte by propagation-based matting.
A. SAMPLING MATTING STAGE
Sample-set construction and sample-pair selection is the core of the sampling based matting method.
1) GRADIENT SAMPLING
Global range sampling has been a mainstream method for sample-set construction. However, the computation burden is unacceptable if the matting method traverses all samples. How to reduce the population of samples and retain sample diversity is a problem worth exploring.
In typical global sampling methods, such as Global Matting, the sample-set is constructed from the foreground/ background boundary of trimap. For most natural images, the image structure is complicated, and an exact trimap is hard to obtain by human-computer interaction. The drawback of this sample-set is obvious; some valid samples may be missed in most trimaps.
Image gradient is an indicator that describes the changes of image intensity.
• Weak gradient indicates that intensity change is small.
The area with weak gradient is smooth and every pixel in this area is a slightly different from the neighborhood.
• Strong gradient indicates that intensity change is great. There are obvious edges in the strong gradient area, and there are large differences between pixels on both sides of the edges. Our approach utilizes both boundary information and gradient information to construct the sample-set.
For a given trimap, our method is different from existing methods, as shown in Figure 1 .
• In Figure 1 .a, The existing global sampling method sampled at the boundary of the foreground and background region.
• In Figure 1 .b, Proposed method samples at both the boundary of the foreground/background regions and the strong gradients region. 
2) RANDOMIZE SEARCH STRATEGY
After the sample-set has been constructed, the computational burden will be very large if all samples are traversed. Therefore, most global sampling methods (such as [27] ) use a random walk strategy to search for the optimal sample-pair.
There are several steps in each iteration of random walk search.
Step 1: A random walk is used to search the first random sample-pair in the sample-pairs space.
Step 2: A patch-match method is used to collect the additional 8 neighborhood pairs near the first random sample-pair. Therefore, 9 candidate pairs are obtained in this iteration.
Step 3: Based on the 9 candidate pairs in this iteration and the best pair in the last iteration (totally 10 pairs), a selection criterion is used to select the best pair for this iteration.
Selection criterion plays an important role in the sampling based matting method. The criterion is used to choose the final sample-pair from the candidates. The optimal samplepair can be selected by a good criterion but may be ignored by a bad criterion.
A typical sample selection criterion of a random search strategy is shown as
where I p is the unknown pixel. α p is opacity. F i , B j is foreground and background sample respectively. X F i is the spatial coordinate of foreground sample, X B i is the spatial coordinate of background sample. D F is the minimum distance between unknown pixel and foreground samples, D B is the minimum distance between unknown pixel and background samples. ω is a weight which is 1 when ξ c (F i , B j ) is computed using colors scaled in [0, 255].
However, the above selection criterion is limited by the following:
• In equation 3, the color range is fixed in [0, 255] , but the spatial range is not fixed. If the image resolution is greater than 255, the spatial cost is much greater than the color fitness. The color fitness and spatial cost are not an order of magnitude.
• Because the equation adopts an additional operation, the influence of spatial cost is so strong that a distant sample may be missed even if the distant sample is the optimal. To overcome the deficiencies of the above selection criterion, this manuscript proposes a new criterion, which consists of color fitness, spatial cost and overlap degree in the context of random search strategy: (4) where, K p indicates color fitness and S p and N p contain spatial and color statistics of the image.
Different from equation 3, our criterion uses multiplication instead of addition. Multiplication can effectively avoid the problem of term magnitudes not being the same. In this way, the proposed criterion can choose the optimal sample-pair in a larger range.
The detail steps of the proposed criterion are as follows:
1) The opacity α p of an unknown pixel I p is obtained by
where, I p is the unknown pixel. F i and B j are foreground and background sample. i and j are the index of samples. α p is the opacity of unknown pixel. 2) Next, a color cost function K p is used to evaluate color fitness
where, I p is the unknown pixel. F i and B j are foreground and background sample respect. i and j are the index of sample. α p is the opacity of unknown pixel. Equation 6 is a ratio of distance between I p and color line spanned by F i and B j .
3) The following equation is used to calculate the spatial cost S p :
where X p , X F are the spatial coordinates of the unknown pixel and foreground sample. D p (F) is the distance of an unknown pixel to the foreground sample. η p (Fi) is the spatial cost. The η p (Bj) is similar.
Different from existing methods, the proposed criterion lowers the change range of spatial cost by normalization. Because the weight of spatial cost in equation 4 is reduced, the proportion of fitness is increased. Therefore, a distant sample may be selected when the sample is optimal. 4) We propose a new equation to evaluate overlap.
Overlap is a distance between sample-pair in color space. Cohen's D is used to calculate the degree in previous studies as shown in the following equation, it is generally assumed that the lower the overlap of the sample-pair is, the more reliable the sample-pair is.
where, F i and B j are foreground and background sample respectively. µ, σ 2 , N are the mean, variance and population size of the cluster that generated the sample. However, we discover that the overlap difference is not significant once the overlap is below a certain level. Therefore this paper designs a new equation 9 to replace equation 8.
where, F, B are foreground and background sample. θ is used to control the threshold of the overlap, we set θ = 10. In the new equation 9, the N p is calculated in a nonlinear way : N p changes a lot if the overlap is high and this changing is important for sample-pair selection; N p changes a little if the overlap is low and this changing is not significant for sample-pair selection. The difference between existing equation and proposed equation is compared as shown in Figure 2 . 
B. THE BRIDGE STAGE WITH DISTINCTION AND LABEL METHOD 1) PROBLEM OF SAMPLING BASED MATTING METHOD
The proposed gradient sampling matting in section II-A can enhance the existing sampling based matting; however, there are still problems for sampling based matting.
• Problem of random search: the random search strategy cannot traverse all samples. The best sample may not be visited by the random search.
• Problem of trimap: the sample-set is constructed by trimap. However, the valid samples may not be covered by the foreground and background region of trimap.
• Problem of projection: α value range is in [0, 1]. If the pixel-projection falls out of FB as shown in Figure3, αwill be out of range; therefore, the matte is unreliable even if the fitness is high.
FIGURE 3. Error projection.
This issue is the reason why this paper proposes a new sampling-propagation matting method. Our method retains good matte and uses propagation matting to address poor matte.
2) DISTINCTION
The above reasons may cause the matte to be poor. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish whether the matte is good or not. This paper proposes a judgement criterion as shown in the following equation to distinguish the matte:
where, ξ c (F i , B j ) is equation 3. T = 1 is a threshold, α is opacity.
The matte of a pixel will be kept if it satisfies equation 1. Otherwise, this paper proposes a label method to mark the pixel. The marked information can enhance the propagation of the pixel.
3) LABEL METHOD
A label method is proposed to mark the pixels of an image. This method measures the similarity between an unknown pixel and the nearest sample pixel in a color space. The measurement specifies constrains for the unknown pixel. It can capture the gap and enhance the propagation of the pixel.
The proposed label method is described as follows: 1) A decision tree algorithm is used for classification. The train data is Haar wavelet feature and RGB color as shown in equation 11. The Haar wavelet feature and RGB color are utilized as image features of this method. The image is decomposed to 4 sub-images by 2-level Haar wavelet.
where I is the image. r, g, b are the color channels.
A, H , V , D are the approximation image, horizontal, vertical and diagonal sub-images.
2) The sigmoid function is adopted to obtain mark information as shown in equation 12. Our method uses the VOLUME 5, 2017
nearest foreground or background sample for a different classifier result to calculate mark information.
where, I p is unknown pixel. θ = 18 is a scaling factor. C p is the result of the classifier for pixel p, −1 and 1 for background and foreground, respectively. S p is the nearest foreground sample in the feature space when C p = 1 or background sample when C p = −1. We propose to use different strategies for the mattes and mark information.
3) The confidence of every unknown pixel is calculated by the following equations.
• The confidence of matte is obtained by
where, ξ c is equation 3. σ 2 = 2.
• The confidence of a marked pixel is obtained by
where, C p is the classification result. When C p = 1, X is the nearest foreground sample in the feature space; when C p = −1, X is the nearest background sample in feature space. I p is unknown pixel. σ 2 = 2. Different from the existing methods, which use either color distance or similarity, our method uses both. The color distance and similarity are integrated in our method by distinction. Also different from the existing label method, which selected the nearest sample from all samples, our method selects the nearest sample from foreground or background sample-sets according to the classification result.
C. PROPAGATION STAGE FOR POST-PROCESSING
The propagation stage for post-processing in the proposed method has two functions of smoothing and solving, while the existing post-processing methods in previous literatures are mainly used to smooth the matte:
• Function 1: The mattes of non-labeled pixels are smoothed by propagation matting.
• Function 2: The mattes of labeled pixels are solved by propagation matting. Our final objective equation is given by equation 15. The above two functions are combined by the 3rd term in where, λ is a large number, D is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are one for constrained pixels and zero for all other pixels, β is the vector containing the specified alpha values for the constrained pixels and zero for all other pixels, α consists of matte or mark information.
is a diagonal matrix with values 1 for known foreground and background pixels and 0 for unknown ones. γ is a weight vector, its elements are 1 or 0.01. γ = 1 when the correspondinĝ α element is a matte or a known pixel; γ = 0.01 when the correspondingα element is mark information. E is a N ×N diagonal matrix. Its elements are confidence of mattes, confidence of marked pixels and 0 respectively. γ is used to control the degree of dependence of propagation. If γ is large, the approach relies little on propagation or vice versa [26] .
• In existing post-processing, γ is a constant such as γ = 0.1 in comprehensive sampling matting [29] or γ = 0.001 in improved color matting [26] .
• In our method, γ is a vector which consists of 1 and 0.01. When γ = 1, the post-processing is mainly used to smooth the matte. When γ = 0.01, the post-processing is mainly used to solve the matte of marked pixel.
The final matte is obtained by solving equation 15.
D. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The algorithm stops after a number of iterations. So the computational complexity for per unknown pixel is O(N log(n F n B )), in terms of the number of iterations(N ) and visited sample pairs(n F n B ). We use 100 iterations. This complexity number is about 2310 for n F = 3000 and n B = 3000. For comparison, this number is 2000 for global Matting [27] , 2250 for Improved Color Matting [26] , and 2160 for Shared Matting [34] for n F = 1000 and n B = 1000. The population of our sample-set is three times that of normal sample-sets, but our computational complexity is almost same as other matting methods.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed matting method is evaluated by a benchmark dataset, which is widely used in the latest references. The benchmark consists of 8 images with 3 types of trimaps: small, large, user. The ground truth is hidden such that the quantitative evaluation system is independent and objective.
A. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
Our quantitative evaluation is based on sum of absolute difference (SAD) and mean squared error (MSE). Our SAD and MSE rankings are shown in Figure 4 . Table 1 is a list of the ranking for comparison with other sampling-propagation matting methods. Our method ranks 1st in SAD and MSE out of 5 matting methods at the time of submission. The proposed method performs best with overall ranks of SAD and MSE. Table 2 is a list of the ranking details for each image. Our method obtains excellent results for 4 images, troll, doll, pineapple and net. Our method has good results for 2 images, donkey and plastic bag.
Our method has normal results for elephant and plant images. Because our label method depends on classification. If the classification is not accurate, our matte may be normal.
B. DEMONSTRATION
Typical sampling-propagation matting methods are sparse code matting (SC) and comprehensive sampling matting (CS), which have been widely used for comparison.
The visual comparison is shown in Figure 5 . Original images and zoomed areas are shown in Figure 5 .a and b, respectively. The estimated mattes for zoomed areas by sampling-propagation matting methods of SC and CS are shown in Figure 5 .c and Figure 5 .d. Our mattes for zoomed areas are shown in Figure 4 .e.
The first row is the doll image comparison. The doll image is a strongly transparent image. The difficulty with the doll image is that foreground color is similar to background color, which makes it difficult for color sampling based methods to discriminate foreground from background. SC and CS lost many details. Their mattes are not continuous. Our matte is more delicate and smoother in the zoomed area. The second row is net image comparison. The net image is a highly transparent image. The difficulty with net image is that the transparency of the image is high and the sample size is small. The matte of CS is in error in the zoomed area. The matte of SC is harsh. Our matte is smooth and closer to ground truth.
The last row is the pineapple image comparison. The pineapple image is a little transparent image. The difficulty with the pineapple image is that the foreground color is similar to the background color. The pineapple flower is almost in the foreground. However, the pineapple flower is translucent in SC and CS matte. Our matte retains more details. The pineapple flower is closer to the foreground in our matte.
IV. CONCLUSION
A novel sampling-propagation matting method is proposed. The proposed method makes the following contributions: (1) In the overall framework, a three-stage method is proposed for sampling-propagation matting with a new bridge stage; (2) In stage 1 (the sampling matting), a gradient sampling method is proposed, which can cover more diversified samples and can also retain a limited sample population. (3) We propose a new equation to calculate the impact of sample-pair overlap; (4) In stage 2 (the bridge stage), a label method is proposed to enhance the propagation of a pixel if the matte failed to meet the criterion; (5) In stage 3 (the propagation matting stage), our method processes the non-marked pixels and marked pixels with separate weight coefficients.
The proposed method outperforms many previous methods and achieves a good ranking on open benchmark.
In future work, we will extend the proposed method for video processing areas [36] , [37] , in which the parallel computing, optimization computing and collaborative computing [38] - [45] will be adopted to accelerate the process. We will also extend the proposed idea to other related areas in CAD/Graphics/Image/Vision [46] - [52] .
